
Celebrity  Couple  News:  Lady
Gaga  &  Fiance  Christian
Carino  Share  Kiss  Backstage
at Grammys 2018

By Jessica Gomez

In celebrity news, Lady Gaga and her fiancé Christian Carino
were photographed sharing an endearing kiss backstage at the
2018 Grammys on Sunday, according to UsMagazine.com. Gaga was
nominated for Best Pop Vocal Album for “Joanne” and Best Pop
Solo Performance for “Million Reasons.” The pop star did not
win  either  award,  but  she  did  preform  a  fusion  of  both
nominated songs. And, her future hubby was there to support
his lady. Let’s keep our ears open for their celebrity wedding
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date!

This newly engaged celebrity couple
are  very  much  in  love.  What  are
some ways to support your partner
in  his  or  her  professional
endeavors?

Cupid’s Advice:

Supporting one another in a relationship is a given! Cupid has
some relationship advice on ways to support your partner’s
journey toward their career path:

1. Be their cheerleader: Sometimes when following your dreams,
things can get rocky, and what we really need is a support
system. Be respectful of their feelings and listen to them.
Show  your  partner  you  understand,  support  them  by
acknowledging their negative feelings and encouraging their
positive ones. Don’t forget to cheer them on as well. Lift
them up when they’re at their lows and their highs. Words of
encouragement go a long way.

Related Link: How Jessica Biel & Justin Timberlake Keep Their
Marriage Strong

2. Offer help: Sometimes your partner may need an extra mind,
a different perspective. Sometimes a shoulder to lean on.
Discuss the obstacles and the solutions to those obstacles
together. Helping them in any way you can in any aspect of
their life can help their career one. Be on the lookout and
see what your partner may need. You both are a team, and you
have to be in it together to win it.

Related Link: Shailene Woodley Makes Relationship with Rugby
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Player Ben Volavola Instagram Official

3. Stay involved: While being a cheerleader and offering help
to your partner, you of course have to stay involved. Keep
yourself updated with their journey and what’s going on with
them mentally and emotionally, and vice versa. Neither you or
your partner should become isolated from the other. Pursing a
career can take up a lot of time and effort, but staying
involved  with  one  another  is  also  important  when  in  a
committed relationship. Keep lines of communication open at
all times, and keep up with as much optimism as possible!

What  ways  have  you  encouraged  and  supported  your  partner
during their journeys? Comment below!
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